
SSC-Navigate Spotlight
Are you or one of your colleagues doing 
something exciting within SSC-Navigate? 
Nominate yourself or someone else for a 
Spotlight in this newsletter. Nominations  
may be sent to studentsuccess@k-state.edu.

Access to SSC-Navigate
We now have a Service Now form to 
facilitate requesting access to SSC-Navigate 
if you  already have access to KSIS and have 
previously submitted the KSIS Security 
form. You may still use the KSIS Security 
Access form to request access, but we are 
pleased to offer a streamlined, paperless 
process.
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What’s new in the Platform?

Meeting Types
K-State will transition to expanded meeting types later this fall. Beginning December 17, students will 
be able to choose their meeting types when they schedule an appointment. 

Why is Walking a choice for meeting 
type? Moving and getting outside is a 
student success intervention. Our new 
Morrison family associate vice president 
for student well-being, Kathleen Hatch, 
recommends movement and time in 
nature as a well-being and student 
success practice.

Enabling this functionality affects everyone who uses SSC-Navigate for appointment scheduling, 
which means everyone needs to update/edit their availability to include at least one Meeting Type.

Timeline
On November 18, we will publish a K-State Today article about Meeting Type in SSC-Navigate. End-
users must update their availability in SSC-Navigate by December 15. On December 17, we will create 
in-person availability for anyone who has not made the appropriate adjustments. Brad Cunningham, 
our application administrator, will notify these end-users of this update along with instructions on 
how to adjust their preferences.

Meeting Types will be available for staff first to allow for set up, but students will not see these options 
until after December 17. This phased approach should prevent students from being unable to schedule 
appointments while we are configuring the system.

Updating Appointment Availability
Please reference Adding Meeting Types to Existing Availability Blocks in Navigate in our resource 
library.

Meeting Type Options

Group

In Person

Phone

Virtual

Walking



Need Guidance?

Advisors who need guidance on using 
SSC-Navigate for appointment summary 
reports or notes should access our User 
Guides for Navigate. These resources are in 
a password-protected part of our website. 
Click on the “How to” button to access the 
Guide on note-taking.

Note Reasons
To leverage the reporting power of SSC-Navigate, many advising units are capturing details on 
student interactions via appointment summaries and note reasons. In the last newsletter, we 
introduced three new Note Reasons to help us track and follow up with students who are not 
enrolling in a future term:
• Withdrawing - current term
• Stop out
• Withdrawing - no return

To offer some additional nuance to these reasons, our colleagues at Global Campus requested three 
additional note reasons which aim to clarify the reasons behind these future enrollment choices:
• Financial
• Military related
• Transferring 

If there are note reasons that you would like to see in the SSC-Navigate Platform, see the How to 
Request Updates below.

We encouraged academic advisors to select note reasons related to progress reports. We also asked 
academic advisors meeting with a student as a result of a progress report to check the box next to 
“this meeting was in response to a progress report.” Since September 20, only 30 (of 5,510) advising 
appointments were linked to progress reports, and 32 (of 533) coaching appointments were in 
response to progress reports. A total of 179 notes are coded with reasons related to the fall 2021 
progress report initiative. This underwhelming level of engagement could have several explanations:

• First, not all advisors consistently use SSC-Navigate for notetaking and tracking engagement. 
Remember that Navigate is our system of engagement, so all advisors should be taking notes 
in Navigate. Notes in KSIS will be exported to SSC-Navigate as soon as our colleagues in IT can 
attend to that task. 

• Second, some students initiated the interaction with advisors and may not have mentioned that 
the progress report email from achievement@ksu.edu prompted them to make this connection. 

• Third, students may have connected directly with their faculty members for assistance, 
bypassing their advisors.  

• Fourth, advisors may have forgotten to follow the record-keeping guidance. We will be tracking 
and sharing data on student-advisor engagement via SSC-Navigate over the coming months.

New FTFT Student Category
You can now identify First Time Full Time Freshmen in the Platform by using this new Category. Some 
new students are classified as sophomores based on the number of AP and exam credits. Use the 
advanced search feature and this new category to help you identify students for outreach based on 
their time at K-State, not hours earned.

How to Request Upates
The SSC-Navigate Platform is dynamic and reasonably responsive to our needs. Although we cannot 
always deliver on the requests for product changes, we frequently make minor adjustments within 
our control and have a list of larger product enhancements that we have shared with EAB. If you have 
an idea that would make SSC-Navigate more useful to you, please email navigat@ksu.edu with the 
following details:
1. Briefly describe the problem you are trying to solve and any recommended solutions.
2. Share specific examples of how fulfilling your request will affect students and your work (e.g., a 
use case).

3. If possible, estimate the scope of impact of the change you are proposing. How many students or 
advisors, or other end users would be affected by this change? 
 
 



Naming Conventions for Campaigns

As we shared in the last issue of SSC-Navigate Update, please follow the following format for naming 
a campaign:

[Term][Purpose][College][_Advisor] 

To illustrate, a mid-summer campaign sent by Jenn MacFadyen to encourage students to enroll 
(based on a list of students who have not yet enrolled for fall despite being eligible) would carry this 
name:  

F21NotEnrolledHE_JM

Students do not see this name. If you are sending out similar campaigns at different times during the 
year, consider adding a date reference at the end of the name. 

F21NotEnrolledHE_JMJuly12

F21NotEnrolledHE_JMAug9

Academic Planning Update

One-Click Registration Coming Soon

As students plan for summer and fall 2022 courses, they should be able to enroll directly from the 
academic plan. This one-click registration feature is in the testing phase of implementation. The user 
interface for enrollment from Academic Plans is clear, attractive, and easy to use.

Backend UserID.  

When students enroll through the Academic Planner, the UserID recorded in KSIS is generic. UserID = 
KSUSSCENRLACCESS (KSU SSC ENRL ACCESS) means the student processed the Enrollment Request Action 
via SSC-Navigate. See Table 1.

Table 1: Enrollment Requests in KSIS 

Mobile App Update

Navigate Engagement Team (NET). 

Student Success has created a team charged with designing, developing, and delivering content to 
students through the app and thinking broadly about how we can leverage the Navigate technology 
to support students.

Feature Highlight

Study Buddies in Navigate Student. Encourage your faculty to share this resource with students. If 
students need help connecting with study partners, encourage them to use the Navigate app’s Study 
Buddies feature. As of November 7, there are 149 students taking advantage of Study Buddies in 306 
distinct classes. The top 5 classes for Study Buddies are CHEM 210, MATH 205, ECON 110, STAT 325,and 
BIOL 198. We know peer-to-peer support is a strong student success practice.

Training

As a K-State employee, you have access to research and best practice insights from EAB. Go to eab.
com and click on the orange Login in the top right of the home page. The first time you need to create 
an account using your K-State email address.

By the Numbers    

 6,766 unique students have downloaded 
the Navigate mobile app since last spring. 
In October, 2,348 students engaged with 
the app.

NET Members  
 Stephanie Bannister 
RJ Youngblood
Jess Kerr
Brad Cunningham
Allison DuLac
Geralyn Tracz

Enrollment Requests
Term Enrollment 

Request 
Action

Class Nbr Subject Career Catalog 
Nbr

Last Update 
Date Time

Status Enrollment 
Request 
Source

User ID

2022S Enroll 11166 GEOL UGRD 125 1/01/2021 
1:43:22PM

Messages SS  
Enrollment

KSUSSCENRLACCESS

2022S Enroll 10458 CHM UGRD 111 11/03/2021
11:53:33AM

Errors SS 
Enrollment

KSUSSCENRLACCESS
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Spotlight

Mitzi Farmer is leading the way with Academic Planning at K-State. As an Academic Advisor and 
Graduate Program Coordinator in the Alan Levin Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, 
she has helped her students create Academic Plans. Incoming students engage with the Academic 
Planning tool with ease. It allows them to create a personal flowchart of courses by semester. Students 
are excited to use the Academic Planner because it is easy to access it on any device. They can arrange 
courses in a semester-by-semester sequence that fits their needs. We can customize the plan based 
on student goals, individual challenges, and availability. One of the most exciting aspects of Academic 
Planning is that students can create long-range plans; they can see the pathway to degree completion, 
not just the next semester. 

Advisors can use the academic planner to provide long-range course planning guidance and show 
students how to incorporate minors into their degree completion goals. An academic planner is an 
electronic guide that can be reviewed and modified quickly and is a visual document to show courses 
needed for degree completion.

As of November 5, 125 ME students have created academic plans. Way to go, Mitzi!

Did you miss the last issue of the SSC-Navigate Update? Scroll to the bottom of the About Navigate 
website to access them.

SSC-Navigate is an academic 
sucess tool.

Please review the Rules of Engagement. The 
Platform should not be used to broadcast 
events. Consider inviting your students to 
opt-in to a program listserv or blog space to 
hear about activities and events.

Mitzi Farmer


